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A tentative look into the future: 
 

Can we construct  
an EurAsian transcontinental backbone  

for Science and Commerce? 
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Since 2008 we all are in an economic crisis. Fortunately, in certain cities and city area’s 
recently business and industry is suddenly picking up speed. Examples are Rotterdam, 
Eindhoven and Bavaria in Germany (“Laptops und Lederhosen”). On closer inspection city 
area’s are booming in a STRING of CITIES from the middle  of the UK, through the 
Netherlands, the German Ruhr area, Bavaria, Austria all the way to Istanbul. It roughly 
follows the beds of the rivers Rhine and Donau. 
 
I call this string of cities “Corridoria”. In a blog [2] I maintain the list of cities on that trail 
that are or can be expected to flourish by external connections. It runs from the Atlantic 
coast of Ireland all the way to the Pacific coast in China. Since it connects Europa and China 
faster than by ship and less expensive than by plane, it may be interesting to invest in the 
cities and universities on this Corridoria list and establish trading posts there in cooperation 
with trusted merchants , well connected logistic service providers and shared knowledge.  
 
The resulting fiber optic network structure will be similar to  #GaiasNecklace bacause it will 
include towns and villages around the big connected cities. 
 
NREN's are part of something bigger :  PlanetBrain.org  global strings of cities 
with external connected P2P Commons. 
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SUMMARY 
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•  Decline and Success of Cities: Richard Florida found 
   Talent & Technology & Tolerance  
   to be the drivers for prosperity [1] 
  
The “Creative Class” flock to those magnet cities where value is 
created by combinations of skills and specialists who co-create. 
Or they leave. 
 
 
 
 
 
But self-centeredness is a dead end. For people and cities  
the quality of their External Connections is vital. 
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Recently noticed growth pattern of prosperity Corridoria String  of Cities ,  from mid-UK to Istanbul  

Hanze 
 
Silk 
Route  
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Corridoria String of Cities. They are listed on [2]  China is constructing new silkroute rail[3] 

Low 
Latency 
Optic 
Fiber 
Cables 
 
Rail  

From Galway – Dublin 
to Shanghai 
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Buckminster Fuller projection 
Future tracks of worldwide backbones for freight, knowledge exchange and synergy of PlanetBrain.org 
 
Transport, Tbits/sec, Teams in value creating P2P Commons, Teachers transforming knowledge by sharing long distance  
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The resulting fiber optic network structure will be similar to  #GaiasNecklace  
bacause it will include towns and villages around the big connected cities. 
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Message: NREN’s are part of something bigger:  
              Networked P2P value creation by sharing idea’s in  
              String of Cities: Corridoria and PlanetBrain.org 

[1] The Rise of the Creative Class , Richard Florida  
 
[2] 
http://theconnectivist.wordpress.com/2014/04/13/the-list-of-booming-city-regions-
on-the-corridoria-trail-april13-14/ 
 
[3] EurAsian Economic Boom and Geopolitics: China’s Land Bridge to Europe:   
The China-Turkey High Speed Railway , april 2012 
 
[4] “Lost Enlightenment” – Central Asia’s Golden Age, from the Arab Conquest  
       to Tamerlane – S.Frederick Starr, 2013, Princeton University Press 
 
[5] Key to value creation: successful P2P Commons  
http://p2pfoundation.net/Category:Commons 
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